
Only the eye counts!  
PECM: Precise Electrochemical Metal Machining

WTN. Know-how in Perfection.
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New · Innovative · Advantageous 

Dear Customer,

WTN, your manufacturer of high-precision  
steel and hard metal tools for use in forming  
technology, as well as all kinds of precision  
parts, founded on revolutionary PECM  
technology.

In this brochure we introduce you to this  
technique and the advantages it offers, and  
show you what WTN can do for you as your  
expert PECM partner.

We are delighted in your interest  
and look forward to providing you  
with personal advice.
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The PECM technique

Precise Electrochemical Metal Machining (PECM) is a  
cold, non-contact ablation technique involving a 
vibrating electrode and controlled working distance 
which allows the material to be removed in precisely 
controlled fashion. This technology ensures that parts 
are manufactured with the utmost precision and 
efficiency.

Between the electrode and the workpiece a pulsed 
DC current is applied which flows through the elec-
trolyte into the workpiece. Thereby the workpiece 
dissolves anodically according to the geometry of  
the following electrode. The metal material thus 
removed is rinsed away by the flowing electrolyte.

This technology thus permits the precise shaping  
and machining of virtually any metallic materials 
irrespective of their hardness.
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One technique, many advantages

This is a cold, non-contact machining method  
involving no added heat. As a result this technology 
offers many advantages over conventional metal 
machining techniques.

No process-related electrode wear
A single electrode can be used to produce a virtually 
unlimited number of identical parts. This means  
the technique is equally suitable for either small- 
scale or mass production, or indeed for prototype 
manufacture. And doing forming jobs at short  
notice is also no problem since the electrode is ready 
for immediate use: there is no need to produce one 
specifically for the job.

Roughness down to Ra 0.05 µm is achievable
… which means there is no longer any need for  
finishing work on the tool.

Rough machining, chamfering and polishing  
in a single operation
Different electrodes are not needed during the  
process so there is no need to change electrodes. 
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No white layers
The tool will have a longer service life due to  
the fact that with this technique no white layers  
are formed. 

No heat stress on the material structure
The absence of any thermal or mechanical  
stresses means that the tool does not undergo  
any material changes or develop microfissures,  
nor is there any heat-induced distortion of  
the tool shape.

One technique, many advantages

Clearly visible: the white layers and microfissures on a  
conventionally machined tool.

By contrast, a surface machined using the PECM technique  
is free of white layers and microfissures.
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As a full service supplier, when we design your tools we 
take PECM technology into account right from the start, 
thereby ensuring you derive the greatest possible utility 
from them.

Our comprehensive in-house production operation means  
that we are able to manufacture all the necessary blanks, 
appliances and, most importantly, electrodes in our own 
toolmaking shop.

The extensive range of capabilities which our quality 
assurance system can draw on further guarantees that 
your tools are tested using the optimum methods.

Benefit from the many advantages of this tech-
nology and our expertise. Our WTN experts are on 
hand at all times to answer your questions and 
provide you with in-depth advice.

WTN: your expert partner for all things PECM
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Did you know about …

... our range of services in the field of solid forming
For many years we have offered our customers valuable design and advisory  
services in the field of solid forming, and these can be put together to form the 
ideal complete package for your needs.

... our Intensive workshops with a personal touch
WTN offers a wide range of workshops on many different solid forming topics.  
All of our workshops take place in small groups, giving us the opportunity to find  
out about your exact needs and provide in-depth answers to all your questions.

 

TO FIND OUT MORE PLEASE USE  
THE FOLLOWING CONTACT DETAILS:

WTN Werkzeugtechnik Niederstetten 
GmbH & Co. KG
Hohe Buche 15
D-97996 Niederstetten
Phone +49 (0)7932 9120-0
Fax +49 (0)7932 9120-50
info@wtn.de
www.wtn.de


